Akshay Gohad six-red snooker challenge 2015
TOURNMENT RULES AND REGULATIONS
1. The tournament will commence on 31st May 2015 and will be conducted in the
BILIARDS ROOM of PYC Hindu Gymkhanna, 766 Shivajinagar, Bhandarkar Road,
Pune 411004. However in order to complete the tournament in schedule time,
matches of first few rounds may also be conducted at Deccan Gymkhana
billiard room, which will be duely notified.
2. Prize Money :
Winner :
Runner

:

Rs. 70,000/Rs. 40,000/-

S. finalist :

Rs. 20,000/- (each)

Q. finalist :

Rs. 10,000/- (each)

Highest break :

Rs. 10,000/-

The TDS @ 10% will be deducted from the prize and the certificate will be
issued at appropriate time.
The national BSFI approved rules for 6 red snooker will generally be
applicable
For foul & miss , following rules will be specifically applied :
1) There will be no more than five consecutive Foul & Miss calls at any
one time.
2) After four consecutive Foul & Miss calls , the referee will warn the
offending player that should a Foul & Miss be called again the
following options are available to the non-striker:
(i)
Play himself from where the balls have come to rest ;
(ii)
Ask the opponent to play from where the balls have come to
rest;
(iii)
Place the cue ball anywhere on the table , but this option
cannot be taken if play has reached the “snookers required”
stage.
3) A player cannot snooker behind a nominated colour at any time.

3. Entries must be accompanied by the Entry Fee. Entry fee is Rs.1000/-

4. The total number of entries will be restricted to 128. The tournament
committee reserves the right to refuse any entry without assigning any reasons
whatsoever.
5. Programme of matches shall be strictly adhered to. Matches once arranged shall
not be advanced or postponed without the consent of the Tournament
Committee.
6.

In the event of participant failing to turn up on the scheduled start time
but within 30 minutes will have to concede two frames to the opponent
and failing to report within 30 minutes of the scheduled start time of the
match he/she shall be deemed to have given a walkover to opponent. In
the event of both participants failing to turn up for their match, the match will be
considered abandoned and cancelled without further rescheduling.

7. Matches played will be best of 7 frames and those in Quarter Finals , Semi Finals
and Final will be best of 9 frames.
8. Matches will be scheduled from 10.00 hrs to 20.00 hrs.
9. The decision of the referee or in his absence by the marker will be final and
binding on all players.
10. Smoking, consumption of alcohol and bringing of eatables will not be permitted
inside the Snooker Room. Mobile phones should be switched off before entering
the billiard room.
11.Dress Code: Participants wearing any kind of jeans, any kind of round
neck
T-shirts, Chappals, floaters, Sandals will not be allowed to play their
match. Collared T-shirts , Sports shoes will be allowed
12.The tournament committee reserves the right to change or modify any of
the rules during the course of the tournament.
13.Tournament committee :
Salil Deshpande
Vishal Malhotra
Siddharth Parikh

9822064230
9822059235
9920970153

*For entries contact
1)
2)
3)
4)

Sachin Mali
Siddharth Parikh
Vishal Malhotra
Sushil Dhonsale

9773568058
9920970153
9822059235
9689898447

Arun Barve
Samar Khandelwal

9822022498
9503070001

